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1 Introduction

As part of a continuing programme of study on the behaviour of knitted cotton fabrics in
dyeing and finishing, a series of single jersey fabrics has been produced which are being
subjected to a variety of dyeing and finishing treatments.

The production of these fabrics has been described in Research Record No. 114.

Although the full range of structures produced for this study contains 120 variants, these have
not all been included in all of the finishing treatments which are being examined. The
finishing programme for this full range consists of two variants: one in which the fabric is
maintained in the tubular state throughout processing while, in the other, the fabric is slit into
open width for final finishing. This part of the programme has been designated Project Kl.

In addition, a limited range of twenty constructional variants has been selected for study in a
much more extensive programme of dyeing and finishing, which has been designated Project
K2. A major section of this latter project is devoted to a study of the behaviour of single
jersey fabrics when subjected to the process known as piece mercerisation.

In recent years, machines for both tubular and open-width knitgoods mercerisation have been
developed to full commercial operation. Both types of equipment have been included in the
Project K2 programme, and this report describes the processing carried out, as part of Project
K2, at the finishing works of Tintoria Giuseppe Tosi, Busto Arsizio, Italy, where an Omez
"Mercelux" tubular knitgoods mercerising range has been in commercial use since 1976.
Two previous trials have been carried out on this machine: in June 1977 and June 1978.
Results of these trials were reported in Research Records Nos. 86 and 128.

2. Project K2. Fabric Constructions And Coding

The twenty single-jersey fabric constructions selected for study in Project K2 include both 24
and 28 gauge and both singles and two-fold yarns in each gauge. The range of 24 gauge
fabrics was produced from Ne 28/1 and Ne 56/2 yarns, each in five stitch lengths, and the 28
gauge fabrics from Ne 36/1 and Ne 72/2 yarns, each again in five stitch lengths.

A fabric coding system was devised to describe the construction and finishing route for each
variant. The coding consists of four sections; for example, 24/1-28/291/Brazz refers to a 24
gauge fabric, knitted from singles 28's yarn to a stitch length of 2.91 mm, and processed by a
finishing route designated by "Brazz". This coding system has been used to describe the
fabrics in the tables of test results at the end of this report.

Two complete sets of fabrics, lots 7 and 8, were processed at the Tosi finishing works.
Finishing route 7 included processing on the Omez mercerising range, followed by dyeing in
a Brazzoli machine and tubular finishing. This route was designated "Omez". Lot 8 was
dyed and finished in the same way, but was not mercerised; this route was designated
"Brazz". A detailed description of the processing appears later in the report.

3. Processing Machinery At Tintoria Giuseppe Tosi

3.1. The Omez Mercerising Range

Since-the last IIC trials took place in June 1978, two major modifications had been made to
the machine. The mechanical stretcher frame in the wash tower, which applied width-way
tension to the fabric during wash-off had been replaced by an air-jet unit.
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This unit injects air into the fabric tube at the top of the wash tower, so that a balloon is
formed to straighten the fabric and provide some tension. The air flow is controlled by a
fabric sensor so that the ballooning effect is kept constant.

The second improvement has been the installation of a four-unit Omez UNO-3 continuous
washing range in line with the merceriser.

Figure 1 shows a general view of the machine. Fabric entry is shown in Figure 2, and the
impregnation unit and wash tower in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows a close-up of the nip
preceding the wash tower. Figure 5 shows the washing range and Figure 6 shows the fabric
exit.

3.2. Dyeing Machinery

Of the machinery available for dyeing, the Tosi management recommended a Brazzoli
overflow dyeing machine, ref. MBC/R2+2, for our fabrics. This was a four-tube machine
with a capacity of 100 Kg per tube.

It was decided that this machine should be used, although it was rather large for our 250-260
Kg batches. The installation is shown in Figure 7.

3.3. Other Equipment

The other main equipment used in the trials included an Alea de-twister and hydro-extraction
unit, Alea air-cushion driers and two Ferraro calenders, one with two steel bowls the other
with two felt blankets against steel rollers.

The first calender was used to straighten the fabric, line up the cutting mark to the edge of the
tube and to attain the approximate width, the second calender was then used for final
finishing.

4. Operational Planning

As with previous runs in this series of knitgoods finishing trials, the behaviour of each
construction during processing could not be accurately predicted.

Nevertheless, it was necessary to have some guidelines laid down for finishing these fabrics,
and therefore targets were set, based on certain assumptions.

The first assumption was that, in the weft knitted structure, length and width dimensions are
inter-dependent, and therefore that control of one will also give a good measure of control to
the other. Based on this, it was decided that a target should be set for the finished width of
each variant based on the behaviour of the corresponding grey fabric in the IIC knitgoods
relaxation test.

Earlier studies on the behaviour of knitted fabric in dyeing and finishing had indicated that
relaxed fabric width tends to increase slightly after jet dyeing (though not after winch dyeing)
but is markedly reduced as a result of mercerisation. It was assumed that these fabrics would
behave in a similar fashion. Further, and perhaps with less justification, it was also assumed
that these effects would be constant across the range of fabrics in the study.

Targets for finished width were therefore calculated in the following manner.

i. Wale spacings were measured on the grey fabrics after relaxation (Table 8)

ii. Knowing the number of needles on the knitting machine, a figure for the width of
each fabric, relaxed from the grey state, could be calculated (Table 26).
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iii. As width-way stretching helps to stabilise the fabric in the length direction, and as
some residual width shrinkage is usually desirable, it was considered that the finished
fabrics should ideally exhibit a residual width shrinkage of 10 - 12%.

iv. Bearing in mind the assumed effects of processing, it was decided to set target widths
for fabric finishing as follows.

dyed: 1.17 x calculated relaxed grey width

mercerised and dyed: 0.88 x jet dyed target

These "target widths" are recorded in Tables 26 and 27.

5. Processing

Fabric processing at Tintoria Giuseppe Tosi took place during the week 20-24 October 1980.
Members of the IIC Technical Research Division were present throughout to observe the
operation.

5.1. Mercerisation

The fabrics for mercerisation were first arranged in increasing order of grey relaxed width,
calculated as already described, and allocated a running number following the sequence M1
to M20, as shown in Table 27.

The following observations were made during processing.

caustic concentration 28 °Bé

caustic temperature 16 °C

wetting agent Mercerol PL (Sandoz)

dwell time in saturator 21 seconds

swelling time (impregnation + delay) 57 seconds

dwell time in wash tower 6 seconds

time in washing range 48 seconds

fabric speed at saturator 36 m/min

fabric speed in wash range 40 m/min

Fabric width measurements were made at three points during the processing:

1. at the entry to the wash tower, just after the ring expanders;

2. at the entry to the washing range;

3. at the exit from the washing range.

These results are recorded in Table 27.

5.2. Dyeing

Dyeing was carried out in a Brazzoli overflow dyeing machine, type MBC/RL, at a liquor
ratio of 10:1 for both the unmercerised and mercerised fabrics.
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Prior to dyeing, the fabric was subjected to a two-stage bleaching treatment: hypochlorite
followed by peroxide. The unmercerised fabric was dyed with 2% (on weight of fabric)
Procion Blue H-EG, and the mercerised fabric with 1.5% (owf) of the same dye. Details of
the bleaching and dyeing are given in Table 28.

5.3. Drying and Calendering

De-twisting and hydroextraction was carried out on an Alea compressed air machine.
Courses and widths were measured at this stage, and are recorded in Tables 26 & 27.

Drying was carried out on Alea air-cushion dryers, and the fabric was then calendered twice;
first on a Ferraro steel-to-steel calender to straighten the cloth and attain approximate target
widths; secondly on a Ferraro double blanket-to-steel calender for final presentation.

Width measurements taken during calendering are also recorded in Tables 26 and 27.

6. Test Results

On return to Manchester, the fabrics were sampled for testing. The results of tests carried out
on these fabrics, and on the equivalent grey fabrics, are given in Tables 1 - 25. A list of the
tests carried out is to be found at the beginning of the tables.

Analysis of these results will take place over the next few months, together with data from the
other finishing routes in Project K2, and therefore it is not considered appropriate to comment
here, or to attempt to draw any conclusions. It should also be pointed out that these figures
are at this stage to be regarded as preliminary, as re-testing and re-evaluation of the fabrics
may be considered desirable once the data analysis has begun.
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List Of Testing Carried Out For Project K2 samples

Notes for Digital Version:

Shrinkage is that measured after the 5-cycle Reference Relaxation Procedure

BW means as received (before wash)

AW means after the 5-cycle Reference Relaxation Procedure (after wash)

The units for Distension at Burst should probably be mm, not %
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Figure 1

Figure 2
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Figure 3

Figure 4
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Figure 5

Figure 6
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Figure 7
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Figure 8


